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Some communities are more learning-friendly than 
others. Community Learning Resources (CLR) is a 
community-based urban mapping website and 
application suite that reveals your local learning 
geography and shows how it scores on a range of 
learning habitat indicators. CLR resource maps are 
hosted by local civic agencies but receive inputs from 
community organizations and individuals.  Together, 
these contributors help make visible various learning 
assets and risk factors, such as: the locations of 
community fabrication hubs (do-it-yourself 
production centers), neighborhood youth innovation 
teams, and work-to-learn apprenticeship 
opportunities; the number and location of wifi access 
points, farmer’s markets, “neighbor goods” sharing 
networks, and green spaces; and neighborhood ratings 
of safety, air pollution, water quality, and walkability.  

By making the learning geography visible and 
measurable across a wide set of parameters, CLR’s 
maps empower you to navigate your learning 
landscape more adeptly and to advocate for 
improvements.  Use CLR to request that a 
“groundcrew” focus its next clean-up or improvement 
campaign in your neighborhood. Find the nearest 
learn and play space for your seven-year-old.  Organize 
a birthday party at the community fabbing hub. Find 
out what schools have the most vibrant community 
service programs or apprenticeship opportunities. 

In addition to accessing all of this functionality online, 
you can use the CLR Mobile Mapper app to become a 
community learning ecosystem mapper.  Use your 
mobile device’s GPS function to post learning 
resources to your community’s learning resource map 
and watch your learning community grow.  
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